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Orbital magnetic susceptibility anisotropy∆ø has played an
important role as a probe of electron delocalization in aromatic
systems.1 Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) areπ-conju-
gated molecules structurally between fullerenes and planar graphene,2

heavily investigated for their use in nanotechnology and advanced
composites. Carrier delocalization is important for nearly all SWNT
properties, and yet∆ø is not well understood in these systems. Here,
our experimental measurements determine∆ø for several SWNT
species and combine with theory to forecast∆ø for all species of
semiconducting SWNTs.

The earliest studies of SWNT magnetism utilized aπ band
framework, predicting that∆ø would depend on diameter and
whether a SWNT was semiconducting or metallic but on no other
structural details.3 Very recent ab initio calculations, however, show
departure from those predictions, and indicate∆ø varies substan-
tially among semiconducting species of nearly equal diameters.4

Yet, issues related to sample composition have hampered experi-
mental verification of either prediction, as isolation of SWNTs from
other chiral species and growth catalysts has proven difficult.
Ferromagnetism associated with the latter was found to strongly
influence magnetic anisotropy measurements,5 so that even the basic
prediction that SWNTs are intrinsically well described by a linear
orbital magnetic susceptibility3 has never been carefully tested.

In this work, the combination of a chiral-selective optical
spectroscopy and a magnetically pure sample overcomes these
obstacles. The essential procedure is to obtain∆ø from the magnetic
alignment of SWNTs suspended in H2O using DNA.6 We use
polarization-resolved resonant photoluminescence (PL) to sensi-
tively measure the nematic order parameter5,7 Squantifying SWNT
alignment. Even in state-of-the-art samples, polydispersity leads
to overlapping optical resonances that can complicate single-
wavelength absorptive5 or emissive8 alignment studies. Here, the
associated systematic errors are avoided by choosing nondegenerate
excitation and detection energies that resonantly target single
species9 and discriminate against carbonaceous impurities. The
resultingS(B) shows no trace of catalyst-assisted alignment and is
fit to obtain∆ø directly without assumptions regarding changes in
bandstructure or the radiative efficiencies of Aharonov-Bohm
emission pairs.8

The SWNT population of our sample permits accurate alignment
and ∆ø studies for (6,4), (8,3), (6,5), and (7,5) chiralities, where
the wrapping vector (n,m) describes the SWNT atomic structure.2

Figure 1 shows the measured field dependence ofS and P4, the
second and fourth moments of the SWNT orientational distribution
function f, respectively.7 S ≡ (1/2)〈3 cos2 φ - 1〉 is the so-called
nematic order parameter (brackets indicate ensemble averaging over
f andφ is the angle between the field and nanotube axes), and since
both S andP4 equal zero for an isotropic ensemble and unity for

complete alignment, the data indicate a rather small degree of
alignment. Notably,S(B) demonstrates the intrinsic linear-orbital
behavior that has been anticipated for SWNTs,3 showing no
contribution from catalyst moment anisotropy.5 Accordingly, several
field sweeps are averaged to provide an accuracy of better than 5
× 10-4. The analysis used to present these data takes into account
the intrinsic optical anisotropies,7 detector quantum efficiencies,
and any field-dependent PL efficiencies. Fits ofS(B) for each (n,m)
use a sample length distribution (assumed independent of chirality)
measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM), and apart from
offsets of∼10-4, involve only a single free parameter,∆ø. These
values of∆ø are then used to predictP4(B), which shows good
agreement with our data indicating self-consistency of the underly-
ing Boltzmann model,f ∝ exp{-U/kT} (whereU ) -(1/2)∆øB2

cos2 φ is the magnetic anisotropy energy). The regular wrapping
and known values ofG andT nucleobase magnetic susceptibility
tensors10 allow us to subtract the DNA contribution (∆øDNA ) (0.89
( 0.30)× 10-6 emu per mole SWNT carbon), which is nevertheless
small (∼5%).

Figure 2A shows the resulting∆ø(n,m) divided by diameterD,
giving the first clear experimental evidence for a departure from
large-D calculations which gave a constant∆ø/D for all semicon-
ducting species.3 More recent ab initio calculations4 have, however,
predicted differences which are more easily discussed in terms of
chiral index,ν ≡ (n - m)mod3) {0,(1}, and chiral angle,θ )
tan-1[x3m/(2n + m)]. In particular, these calculations show
chiral-dependent deviations of opposite sign depending on whether
ν ) +1 or ν ) -1. These predictions were made only for “zigzag”
nanotubes, whose chiral angle (θ ) 0) differs from those studied
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Figure 1. Nanotube alignment measured by polarized PL. Shown areS
(filled circles) and P4 (open circles) for (8,3), (6,4), (7,5), and (6,5)
semiconducting species. Resonant excitation and collection wavelengths
are chosen to provide a background-free measurement of the indicated
chirality. Solid lines are fits described in the text.
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here. Nonetheless, structural symmetry arguments significantly
restrict how one may extend these predictions to any semiconductor
chirality,11 and our measurements of∆ø give important evidence
for asymmetry betweenν ) (1 nanotubes.

For any scalar observableQ that does not distinguish between
the ends of a SWNT and is insensitive to SWNT right- or left-
handedness,Q ) ∑n)0

∞ γn cos 6nθ + δn cos(6nθ + 3θ), where the
coefficients γn and δn depend onD and whetherν ) (1
(semiconducting) orν ) 0 (metallic).11 In the semiconducting or
metallic case, ifQ scales asDp in the large-D limit one can expand
Q/Dp in powers of (1/D) as

where the set of coefficients{a0,bi,cj,...} is independent ofD.
Mathematical expressions including cos 3θ terms have often been
used to empirically fit the chirality dependence of the effects of
trigonal warping and curvature on SWNT subband energies11,12and
their ratios9 as a function ofD. Other quantities that “fan away”
from their large diameter scaling limit as a function ofD and
chirality have been modeled in a similar fashion, including electron
effective mass,13 Raman radial breathing mode frequency, Raman
G-band frequency, and their intensities.13,14

To compare with our findings, the minimal generalization of the
ab initio calculations would expand∆ø/D using the first three terms
in theQ/Dp expansion. The first coefficienta0 is the large diameter
limit, for which both ab initio and large-diameter theories are in
accord. The second and third terms, (b0 + b1ν cos 3θ)/D, then model
the ab initio calculations, which were made forν ) (1, θ ) 0.
Our data reveal the minimal model necessary, however, and imply
that the fourth term (b2 cos 6θ)/D, is additionally necessary to break
the symmetry amongν ) (1 states about the large diameter limit.
Such asymmetry is a hallmark of other SWNT physical prop-
erties.9,13-15 Including the fourth term, we note thata0 ) 15.0×

10-6 emu/(mol‚nm) remains set by the large-diameter limit, while
(in units of 10-6 emu/mol)b1 ) - 3.25 and (b0 + b2) ) - 0.40
are set by the zigzag calculations. The values of∆ø measured here
are therefore used to set only a single coefficient,b2 ) - 0.99(
0.19, with the resulting extrapolated theory shown in Figure 2A
for the chiralities studied here, and in Figure 2B for all semicon-
ducting species in a largerD range. Notably, qualitative trends in
the data are reproduced in the theory, and one even finds reasonable
quantitative agreement (Figure 2A).

In summary, we present species-resolved polarized PL measure-
ments of SWNT magnetic anisotropies. DNA-SWNTs show no sign
of impurity moment anisotropy, permitting intrinsic SWNT proper-
ties to dominate the measurement. Our results show differences in
magnetism among SWNT chiralities that, in conjunction with
theory, help to construct a fan-out diagram for predicting magnetic
anisotropies of arbitrary semiconducting SWNTs. In the future,
combining these experimental and analytical techniques with
resonant Raman or Rayleigh scattering could target metallic species.
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Figure 2. Experimental and theoretical magnetic anisotropies. (A) Measured
∆ø/D (open diamonds) and theoretical values (colored dots); (B) ab initio
calculations4 (crosses) and theoretical generalization for∆ø/D described in
the text, with SWNTs in the same 2n + m family connected by lines. The
circle indicates the range of chiralities from A. In A and B, dashed line
indicates the large-diameter limit and purple (blue) dots indicate theory for
ν ) (1.
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